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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and system for workload-aware request in cluster 
based network servers. The present invention provides a web 
server cluster having a plurality of nodes wherein each node 
comprises a distributor component, a dispatcher component 
and a server component. In another embodiment, the present 
provides a method for managing request distribution to a set 
of ?les stored on a web server cluster. A request for a ?le is 
received at a ?rst node of a plurality of nodes, each node 
comprising a distributor component, a dispatcher component 
and a server component. If the request is for a core ?le, the 
request is processed at the ?rst node (e.g., processed 
locally). If the request is for a partitioned ?le, it is deter 
mined whether the request is assigned to be processed 
locally at the ?rst node or at another node (e.g., processed 
remotely). If the request is for neither a core ?le nor a 
partitioned ?le, the request is processed at the ?rst node. In 
one embodiment, the present invention provides a method 
for identifying a set of frequently accessed ?les on a server 
cluster comprising a number of nodes. Embodiments of the 
present invention operate to maximize the number of 
requests served from the total cluster memory of a web 
server cluster and to minimize the forwarding overhead and 
disk access overhead by identifying the subset of core ?les 
to be processed at any node and by identifying the subset of 
partitioned ?les to be processed by different nodes in the 
cluster. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 
WORKLOAD-AWARE REQUEST DISTRIBUTION 

IN CLUSTER-BASED NETWORK SERVERS 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to the ?eld of Web 
servers. Speci?cally, the present invention relates to a 
method for Workload-aware request distribution in cluster 
based netWork servers. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Web server clusters are a popular hardWare plat 
form in a Web hosting infrastructure. Servers based on 
clusters of Workstations are used to meet the growing traf?c 
demands imposed by the World Wide Web. A cluster of 
servers, arranged to act as a single unit, provides an incre 
mental scalability as it has the ability to groW gradually With 
demand. HoWever, for clusters to be able to achieve the 
scalable performance With the cluster siZe increase, mecha 
nisms and policies are employed for “balanced” request 
distribution. 

[0003] Traditional load balancing solutions are repre 
sented by tWo major groups: 1) Domain Name System 
(DNS) based approaches; and 2) Internet Protocol (IP)/ 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) redirection based approaches. 

[0004] In a DNS based approach, the DNS server returns 
the IP address list (e.g., a list ofnodes in a cluster Which can 
serve this content, placing a different address ?rst in the list 
for each successive request) to distribute the requests among 
the nodes in the cluster. Thus, different clients are mapped 
to different server nodes in the cluster. DNS based 
approaches are Widely used, as they require minimal setup 
time and provide reasonable load balancing. Further, it uses 
the existing DNS infrastructure (e.g., there is no additional 
cost). HoWever, DNS based approaches do not recogniZe 
either the load of the nodes in a cluster or the content of the 
request. 

[0005] The second group, IP/ TCP/ HTTP redirection based 
approaches, employ a specialiZed front-end node, the load 
balancer, Which acts as a single point of contact for the 
clients and distributes the requests among back-end server 
nodes in the cluster. These solutions can be classi?ed in the 
folloWing groups: 

[0006] layer four sWitching With layer tWo packet for 
Warding (L4/2); 

[0007] layer four sWitching With layer three packet 
forWarding (L4/3); 

[0008] layer seven sWitching (L7) or content aWare 
sWitching. 

[0009] These terms refer to the techniques by Which the 
systems in the cluster are con?gured together. In a L4/ 2 and 
L4/3 cluster, the load-balancer determines the least loaded 
server (this decision is the job of the proprietary algorithms 
implemented in different products) to Which server in a 
cluster the packet has to be sent. 

[0010] Traditional load balancing solutions for a Web 
server cluster (L4/2 and L4/3) try to distribute the requests 
among all the back-end machines based on some load 
information. 
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[0011] The load-balancer can be either a sWitch or a 
load-balancing server (e.g., hardWare solution) or a softWare 
load balancer (e. g., softWare solution). In both solutions, the 
load-balancer determines the least loaded server in a cluster 
to Which the packet should be sent. 

[0012] Load-balancing servers operate by intelligently 
distributing the incoming requests across multiple Web serv 
ers. They determine Where to send an incoming request, 
taking into account the processing capacity of attached 
servers, monitoring the responses in real time and shifting 
the load onto servers that can best handle the traf?c. Load 
balancing servers are typically positioned betWeen a router 
(connected to the Internet) and a local area netWork (LAN) 
sWitch Which fans tra?ic to the Web servers. 

[0013] FIG. 1A illustrates a block diagram of a typical 
con?guration of a netWork With a load-balancing server in 
accordance With the prior art. Client 110 issues a request 
Which is received at load-balancing server 120, located at the 
front end. Load-balancing server 120 determines Which 
back-end Web server (e.g., Web servers 130a and 1301)) gets 
the request. The decision is based on a number of factors 
including: the number of servers available, the resources 
(CPU speed and memory) of each, and hoW many active 
TCP sessions are being serviced. All traf?c is routed through 
load-balancing server 120. 

[0014] FIG. 1B illustrates a block diagram of a typical 
con?guration of a netWork With a softWare load-balancer in 
accordance With the prior art. Client 160 issues a request 
Which is received at server 170 located at the front end, 
Wherein server 170 has stored upon it load-balancing soft 
Ware. The load-balancing softWare determines Which back 
end Web server (e.g., Web servers 180a and 1801)) gets the 
request. The decision is based on a number of factors 
including the number of servers available, the resources 
(CPU speed and memory) of each, and hoW many active 
TCP sessions are being serviced. Once a connection has 
been established With a particular Web server, the Web server 
(e.g., Web servers 180a and 18019) responds directly to client 
160. 

[0015] Traditional load balancing solutions for a Web 
server try to distribute the requests evenly among all the 
back-end machines based on some load information. This 
adversely affects efficient memory usage because the content 
is redundantly replicated across the caches of all the Web 
servers, thus resulting in a signi?cant decrease in overall 
system performance. 

[0016] Content-aWare request distribution (e.g., L7 
sWitching) takes into account the content (can be a Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL) name, URL type, or cookies) When 
making a decision to Which back-end server the request has 
to be routed. Content-aWare request distribution mecha 
nisms enable intelligent routing inside the cluster to support 
additional quality of service requirements for different types 
of content and to improve overall cluster performance. 
Policies distributing the requests based on cache affinity lead 
to signi?cant performance improvements compared to the 
strategies taking into account only load information. 

[0017] There are three main components comprising a 
cluster con?guration With content aWare request distribution 
strategy: the dispatcher Which implements the request dis 
tribution strategy, it decides Which Web server Will be 
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processing a given request; the distributor Which interfaces 
the client and implements the mechanism that distributes the 
client requests to a speci?c Web server; and the Web server 
Which processes HTTP requests. 

[0018] In the content-aWare request distribution approach, 
the cluster nodes are partitioned in tWo sets: front end and 
back ends. The front end acts as a smart router or a sWitch, 
its functionality is similar to the aforementioned load 
balancing softWare servers. The front end node implements 
the policy Which routes the incoming requests to an appro 
priate node (e.g., Web server) in the cluster. Content-aware 
request distribution can take into account both document 
locality and current load. In this con?guration, the typical 
bottleneck is due to front-end node that combines the 
functions of distributor and dispatcher. 

[0019] To be able to distribute the requests on a base of 
requested content, the distributor component should imple 
ment either a form of TCP handolf or the splicing mecha 
nism. Splicing is an optimization of the front-end relaying 
approach, With the tra?ic ?oW represented in FIG. 1A. The 
TCP handoif mechanism Was introduced to enable the 
forWarding of back-end responses directly to the clients 
Without passing through the front-end, With tra?ic ?oW 
represented in FIG. 1B. This difference in the response ?oW 
route alloWs substantially higher scalability of the TCP 
handolf mechanism than TCP splicing. In considering dif 
ferent cluster designs for content aWare balancing strategies, 
it is assumed that a distributor component implements some 
form of TCP handoif mechanism. 

[0020] FIG. 2A shoWs a typical cluster con?guration 200 
With content-aWare request distribution strategy and a single 
front-end 210. In this con?guration, the typical bottleneck is 
due to the front-end node 210 that combines the functions of 
a distributor 220 and a dispatcher 230. Back-end 240 com 
prises servers 245a, 245b, and 2450. 

[0021] Thus, another recent solution is shoWn in FIG. 2B. 
It is based on alternative distributed cluster design 250 
Where the distributor components 260a, 260b, and 2600 are 
co-located With the server components 270a, 270b, and 
2700, While the dispatcher component 280 is centraliZed. 

[0022] In this architecture the distributor is decoupled 
from the request distribution strategy de?ned by the cen 
traliZed dispatcher module. The sWitch in front of the cluster 
can be a simple LAN sWitch or L4 level load-balancer. For 
simplicity, We assume that the clients directly contact dis 
tributor, for instance via RR-DNS. In this case, the typical 
client request is processed in the folloWing Way. 1) Client 
Web broWser uses TCP/IP protocol to connect to the chosen 
distributor; 2) the distributor component accepts the con 
nection and parses the request; 3) the distributor contacts the 
dispatcher for the assignment of the request to a server; 4) 
the distributor hands off the connection using TCP handolf 
protocol to the server chosen by the dispatcher (since in this 
design the centraliZed dispatcher is the most likely bottle 
neck, the dispatcher module resides on a separate node in a 
typical con?guration, as shoWn in FIG. 2b); 5) the server 
takes over the connection using the TCP hand-off protocol; 
6) the server application at the server node accepts the 
created connection; and 7) the server sends the response 
directly to the client. 

[0023] This design shoWs good scalability properties 
When distributing requests With the earlier proposed LARD 
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policy. The main idea behind LARD is to logically partition 
the documents among the cluster nodes, aiming to optimiZe 
the usage of the overall cluster RAM. Thus, the requests to 
the same document Will be served by the same cluster node 
that Will most likely have the ?le in RAM. Clearly, the 
proposed distributed architecture eliminates the front-end 
distributor bottleneck, and improves cluster scalability and 
performance. 

[0024] HoWever, under the described policy in a sixteen 
node cluster, each node statistically Will serve only 1/16 of the 
incoming requests locally and Will forWard 15/16 of the 
requests to the other nodes using the TCP handoif mecha 
nism. TCP handoif is an expensive operation. Besides, the 
cost of the TCP handolf mechanism can vary depending on 
the implementation and speci?cs of the underlying hard 
Ware. It could lead to signi?cant forWarding overhead, 
decreasing the potential performance bene?ts of the pro 
posed solution. 

[0025] Web server performance greatly depends on effi 
cient RAM usage. A Web server operates much faster When 
it accesses ?les from a cache in the RAM. Additionally, the 
Web servers throughput is much higher too. 

[0026] Accordingly, a need exists for a request distribution 
strategy that maximizes the number of requests served from 
the total cluster memory by partitioning ?les to be served by 
different servers. Aneed also exists for a request distribution 
strategy that minimiZes the forWarding and the disk access 
overhead. Furthermore, a need also exists for a request 
distribution strategy that accomplishes the above needs and 
that improves Web server cluster throughput. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0027] The present invention provides a content-aWare 
request distribution strategy that maximiZes the number of 
requests served from the total cluster memory by logically 
partitioning ?les to be served by different servers. The 
present invention also provides a request distribution strat 
egy that minimiZes the forWarding and the disk access 
overhead by assigning a small set of most frequent ?les 
(referred to as the core ?les) to be served by any node in the 
cluster. 

[0028] A method and system for Workload-aWare request 
distribution in cluster-based netWork servers are described. 
The present invention provides a Web server cluster having 
a plurality of nodes Wherein each node comprises a distribu 
tor component, a dispatcher component and a server com 
ponent. The distributor component operates to distribute a 
request to a speci?c node. The dispatcher component has 
stored upon it routing information for the plurality of nodes 
Which is replicated across the plurality of nodes. The routing 
information indicates Which node is assigned for processing 
a request. The server component operates to process the 
request. In one embodiment, the plurality of nodes are 
coupled to a netWork. 

[0029] In another embodiment, the present invention pro 
vides a method for managing request distribution of a set of 
?les stored on a Web server cluster. A request for a ?le is 
received at a ?rst node of a plurality of nodes, each node 
comprising a distributor component, a dispatcher component 
and a server component. If the request is for a core ?le, the 
request is processed at the ?rst node. If the request is for a 
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partitioned ?le, it is determined Whether the request is 
assigned to be processed by the ?rst node (e.g., processed 
locally). If the request for a partitioned ?les is assigned to be 
processed by the ?rst node, the request is processed at the 
?rst node. If the request for a partitioned ?le is assigned to 
be processed by another node, the request is forwarded to the 
correct node for processing (e.g., processed remotely). If the 
request is not for a core ?le or a partitioned ?le, the request 
is processed at the ?rst node. 

[0030] In one embodiment, the Web server cluster also 
comprises a set of base ?les, Wherein the base ?les are a set 
of frequently accessed ?les ?tting into a cluster memory 
(RAM) of the Web server cluster. 

[0031] In one embodiment, the present invention provides 
a method for identifying a set of frequently accessed ?les on 
a server cluster comprising a number of nodes. A set of base 
?les is de?ned Wherein the base ?les are a set of frequently 
accessed ?les ?tting into the cluster memory of the server 
cluster. The base ?les are ordered by decreasing frequency 
of access. The base ?les are logically partitioned into a 
subset of core ?les having a core siZe, a subset of partitioned 
?les having a partitioned siZe, and a subset of on disk ?les 
Which are evicted from the cluster memory (RAM) to a disk. 
Each subset of ?les is ordered by decreasing frequency of 
access, respectively. The core ?les and partitioned ?les are 
identi?ed Wherein the total of the partitioned siZe added to 
the product of the number of nodes multiplied by the core 
siZe is less than or equal to the cluster memory The 
total overhead due to the base ?les is minimiZed Wherein the 
total overhead equals the overhead of the core ?les plus the 
overhead of the partitioned ?les plus the overhead of the on 
disk ?les. 

[0032] These and other objects and advantages of the 
present invention Will become obvious to those of ordinary 
skill in the art after having read the folloWing detailed 
description of the preferred embodiments Which are illus 
trated in the various draWing ?gures. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0033] The accompanying draWings, Which are incorpo 
rated in and form a part of this speci?cation, illustrate 
embodiments of the invention and, together With the 
description, serve to explain the principles of the invention: 

[0034] FIG. 1A illustrates a block diagram of a typical 
con?guration of a netWork With a load-balancing server in 
accordance With the prior art. 

[0035] FIG. 1B illustrates a block diagram of a typical 
con?guration of a netWork With a softWare load-balancer in 
accordance With the prior art. 

[0036] FIG. 2A illustrates a block diagram of a typical 
cluster con?guration With content-aWare request distribution 
strategy With a single front-end in accordance With the prior 
art. 

[0037] FIG. 2B illustrates a block diagram of a typical 
cluster con?guration With content-aWare request distribution 
strategy With co-located distributor and server, and a cen 
traliZed dispatcher in accordance With the prior art. 

[0038] FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of a scalable Web 
cluster con?guration With Workload-aware request distribu 
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tion strategy With co-located dispatcher, distributor and 
server, in accordance With an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

[0039] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of the logically 
partitioned memory unit of a Web server cluster implement 
ing a Workload-aware request distribution strategy in accor 
dance With an embodiment of the present invention. 

[0040] FIG. 5 is a ?oWchart diagram illustrating steps in 
a process of Workload-aware request distribution in cluster 
based netWork servers in accordance With an embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0041] FIG. 6 is a ?oWchart diagram illustrating steps in 
a process of identifying a set of core ?les that minimiZes the 
overhead due to the base ?les in accordance With an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

[0042] FIG. 7 is a ?owchart diagram of an overall Work 
load-aWare request distribution strategy for use in a Web 
server cluster in accordance With an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0043] In the folloWing detailed description, for purposes 
of explanation, numerous speci?c details are set forth in 
order to provide a thorough understanding of the present 
invention. HoWever, it Will be apparent to one skilled in the 
art that the present invention may be practiced Without these 
speci?c details. In other instances, Well-knoWn structures 
and devices are not described in detail in order to avoid 
obscuring aspects of the present invention. 

[0044] Some portions of the detailed descriptions Which 
folloW are presented in terms of procedures, steps, logic 
blocks, processing, and other symbolic representations of 
operations on data bits Within a computer memory. These 
descriptions and representations are the means used by those 
skilled in the data processing arts to most effectively convey 
the substance of their Work to others skilled in the art. A 
procedure, computer executed step, logic block, process, 
etc., is here and generally conceived to be a self-consistent 
sequence of steps of instructions leading to a desired result. 
The steps are those requiring physical manipulations of data 
representing physical quantities to achieve tangible and 
useful results. It has proven convenient at times, principally 
for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as 

bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers 
or the like. 

[0045] It should be borne in mind, hoWever, that all of 
these and similar terms are to be associated With the appro 
priate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels 
applied to these quantities. Unless speci?cally stated other 
Wise as apparent from the folloWing discussions, it is appre 
ciated that throughout the present invention, discussions 
utiliZing terms such as “accessing , determining , stor 
ing”, “receiving”, “requesting” or the like, refer to the 
actions and processes of a computer system, or similar 
electronic computing device. The computer system or simi 
lar electronic device manipulates and transforms data rep 
resented as electronic quantities Within the computer sys 
tem’s registers and memories into other data similarly 
represented as physical quantities Within the computer sys 
tem memories into other data similarly represented as physi 
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cal quantities Within the computer system memories or 
registers or other such information storage, transmission, or 
display devices. 

[0046] Portions of the present invention are comprised of 
computer-readable and computer executable instructions 
Which reside, for example, in computer-usable media of a 
computer system. It is appreciated that the present invention 
can operate Within a number of different computer systems 
including general purpose computer systems, embedded 
computer systems, and stand alone computer systems spe 
cially adapted for controlling automatic test equipment. 

[0047] FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of a scalable Web 
cluster con?guration 300 With Workload-aWare request dis 
tribution strategy in accordance With one embodiment of the 
present invention. In this con?guration, the distributor com 
ponents (e.g. distributors 320a, 3201) and 3200) and dis 
patcher components (eg dispatcher 330a, 3301) and 3300) 
are co-located With the server components (eg server 340a, 
3401) and 3400) of each node (e.g. node 310a, 3101) and 
3100). It should be appreciated that cluster con?guration can 
apply to any number of nodes in a cluster, and is not limited 
to the three nodes illustrated in FIG. 3. In one embodiment, 
the nodes are coupled to a network. 

[0048] In one embodiment, the present scalable Web clus 
ter design implements a Workload-aware request distribution 
(WARD) load balancing strategy in Which a content-aWare 
distribution is performed by each of the nodes in a Web 
cluster. The current architecture is fully distributed. Each 
node in a cluster performs three different functions: 

[0049] the dispatcher, Which implements the request 
distribution strategy, it decides Which Web server Will 
be processing a given request; 

[0050] the distributor, Which interfaces With the client 
and implements the TCP-handolf mechanism that dis 
tributes the client requests to speci?c Web server; and 

[0051] 
[0052] In the present embodiment, the dispatcher compo 
nent, Which is replicated across all the cluster nodes, has the 
same routing information in all the nodes. The routing 
information indicates Which node of the cluster is for 
processing Which requested ?le. This routing information is 
de?ned by the off-line Workload analysis process and a 
Workload-aware distribution strategy (WARD). The dis 
tributor component of each node distributes a request to a 
speci?c node in the cluster. The server component of each 
node processes the request. 

[0053] In the present embodiment, each node, after receiv 
ing a request, revieWs the local dispatcher component rout 
ing table. The node then either accepts the request for local 
processing by the server component or forWards the request 
to the server component of another node for remote pro 
cessing. 

the Web server, Which processes the requests. 

[0054] The present invention takes into account Workload 
access patterns and cluster parameters such as number of 
nodes in a cluster, node RAM size, TCP handolf overhead, 
and disk access overhead. The present invention utilizes 
more ef?ciently the overall cluster RAM leading to 
improved Web server cluster performance. The distribution 
(routing) strategy WARD is de?ned by off-line analysis of 
the joint set of all Web server cluster logs during a certain 
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time interval (e.g., daily analysis). The off-line analysis 
logically splits all the ?les into the folloWing three groups: 

[0055] Filescomia small set of most frequently 
accessed ?les, called core, the requests to Which are 
processed locally, by any server in a cluster, 

[0056] Filespamithe requests to Which are partitioned 
to be served by different cluster nodes. 

[0057] Fileson diskithe requests to Which are processed 
locally, by any server in a cluster. 

[0058] FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of the parti 
tioned memory unit 410 of a Web server cluster 400 imple 
menting a Workload-aware request distribution strategy in 
accordance With one embodiment of the present invention. 
In one embodiment, memory unit 410 is the cluster RAM 
(e.g., the combined RAM of all nodes of the cluster). 
Memory unit 410 comprises a number of partitioned 
memory units or “nodes” (e.g., nodes 430a, 430b, and 4300). 
It should be appreciated that memory unit 410 may comprise 
any number of nodes. It should be further appreciated that 
each node can reside on an independent computer system, 
and is not limited to the case of a partitioned memory unit. 

[0059] In one embodiment, base ?les 440 are the set of 
?les that ?t into the cluster RAM (e.g., memory unit 410). 
In the present embodiment, base ?les 440 comprise Web ?les 
for use in permitting a remote client 420 to access the ?les 
over the Internet. Disk 470 is a remote location distinct from 
the cluster RAM, Wherein ?les evicted from the cluster 
RAM are stored on disk 470. 

[0060] Under the strategy presented in the present inven 
tion, the base ?les 440 are represented by the three groups 
of ?les: FilesCore and Filespart in the ClusterRAM (e.g., 
memory unit 410), and FilesOn disk consisting of ?les evicted 
from RAM to disk (e.g., disk 470) due to the expansion of 
the Filescore. Each node comprises a core section 450 and a 
partitioned section 460 for storing FilesCore and Filespam, 
respectively. 

[0061] Web server performance greatly depends on effi 
cient memory usage. The throughput of a Web server is 
higher When it reads pages from a cache in memory than 
from disk. If all ?les of the Web site ?t in memory the Web 
server demonstrates excellent performance because only the 
?rst request for a ?le Will require a disk access, and all the 
folloWing ?le accesses Will be served from memory. The 
present invention provides a method and system for achiev 
ing the goals of maximizing the number of requests served 
from the total cluster memory by partitioning ?les to be 
served by different servers and minimizing the forWarding 
overhead by identifying the subset of core ?les to be 
processed on any node, (e.g., alloWing the replication of 
these ?les in the memories across the nodes). 

[0062] It is appreciated that processing the requests to the 
core ?les locally by each cluster node helps to minimize the 
forWarding overhead. HoWever, it may result in additional, 
initial disk accesses to core ?les on all those nodes and extra 
disk accesses because more ?les Will reside on disk due to 
the expansion of the core ?les. This is Why the ultimate goal 
here is to identify such a subset of core ?les for Which the 
forWarding overhead savings are higher than the additional 
cost of the disk accesses caused by the core ?les. 
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[0063] FIG. 5 is a ?owchart diagram illustrating steps in 
a process 500 of workload-aware request distribution in 
cluster-based network servers in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0064] At step 510 of process 500, a request for a ?le is 
received at a node of the web server cluster. In one embodi 
ment, the request is an HTTP request sent by a remote client. 
Each node comprises a dispatcher component, a distributor 
component, and a server component (see scalable web 
cluster con?guration 300 of FIG. 3, infra). 

[0065] At step 520, it is determined whether the requested 
?le is a core ?le (e.g., a frequently accessed ?le assigned to 
be served by any node). In one embodiment, the dispatcher 
component reviews the routing information to determine 
whether the requested ?le is a core ?le. 

[0066] If it is determined that the requested ?le is a core 
?le, as shown at step 530, the server component of the 
receiving node processes the requested ?le. 

[0067] If it is determined that the requested ?le is not a 
core ?le, as shown at step 540, it is then determined whether 
the requested ?le is a partitioned ?le (e.g., a ?le assigned to 
be served by a particular node in a cluster). In one embodi 
ment, the dispatcher component reviews the routing infor 
mation to determine whether the requested ?le is a parti 
tioned ?le. 

[0068] If the requested ?le is not a partitioned ?le, as 
shown at step 550, the requested ?le is served locally from 
the receiving node. 

[0069] If the requested ?le is a partitioned ?le, as shown 
at step 560, it is determined whether the requested ?le is 
assigned to be processed by the receiving node. If it is 
determined that the requested ?le assigned to be processed 
by the receiving node, as shown at step 530, the requested 
?le is served locally from the receiving node. In one 
embodiment, the server component processes the requested 
?le. 

[0070] If it is determined that the requested ?le is not 
assigned to be processed by the receiving node, as shown at 
step 570, the distributor component forwards the request to 
the remote node designated by the dispatcher component. In 
one embodiment, the request is processed at the remote node 
by the server component of the remote node. 

[0071] At step 580, process 500 ends. Process 500 is 
repeated for every request received by the cluster. 

[0072] FIG. 6 is a ?owchart diagram illustrating steps in 
a process 600 of identifying a set of core ?les and partitioned 
?les that minimiZes the overhead due to the base ?les in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0073] At step 610 of process 600, a set of base ?les is 
de?ned. The base ?les are a set of frequently accessed ?les 
?tting into the cluster memory (RAM) of a web server 
cluster. In one embodiment, the cluster memory is RAM. In 
one embodiment, the base ?les are ordered by decreasing 
frequency of access. 

[0074] At step 620, the base ?les are logically partitioned 
into a set of core ?les having a core siZe, a set of partitioned 
?les having a partitioned siZe, and a set of on disk ?les. In 
one embodiment, the base ?les comprising each set of ?les 
are ordered by decreasing frequency of access. 
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[0075] At step 630, the ?les comprising the core ?les and 
the partitioned ?les are identi?ed, wherein the total of the 
partitioned siZe added to the product of the number of nodes 
multiplied by the core siZe is less than or equal to the cluster 
memory. 

[0076] In one embodiment, the frequencies of access (the 
number of times a ?le was accessed) and siZes of individual 
?les is used to determine the core set of ?les. These are 
denoted by FileFreq and FileSiZe, respectively. These are 
gathered by analyZing web-server access logs from the 
cluster. Freq-Size is the table of all accessed ?les with their 
frequency and the ?les siZes. This table is sorted in decreas 
ing frequency order. The determination of the contents of the 
core ?les assumes that the cache replacement policy of the 
?le cache in the web-server has the property that the most 
frequent ?les will most likely be in the ClusterRAM, 
wherein ClusterRAM is de?ned as the total siZe of all the ?le 
caches in the cluster. 

[0077] If all the ?les were partitioned across the cluster 
nodes, the most probable ?les to be in the cluster RAM 
would be the most frequent ?les that ?t into the cluster 
RAM. The set of ?les that ?t into the cluster RAM is called 
BaseFiles (e.g., base ?les 440 of FIG. 4). The maximum 
number of the BaseFiles are stored in the ClusterRAM (e. g., 
memory unit 410 of FIG. 4 or cluster RAM), at a price that 

of the request coming to each node of the total N nodes have 
to be handed o?‘. Under the present invention, BaseFiles are 
represented by three groups of ?les as shown in Equation 1: 
FilesCore and Filespart in the ClusterRAM, and FilesOn disk 
consisting of BaseFiles that do not ?t into ClusterRAM due 
to the expansion of Files They satisfy Equations 1 and 
2: 

BaseFrles=F1lesPan+F1lescore+F1leson disk 

Wherein: 

Equation 1 

FilesCore are the ?les belonging to the core, the requests to 
these ?les are served locally by any node, and having a siZe 
SiZe the combined siZe (in bytes) of the ?les in Files core’ cores 

[0078] Filespart are ?les belonging to the partition, the 
requests to these ?les are served by a particular pre 
scribed node (i.e. they are forwarded using TCP hand 
off to be processed by a particular node in a cluster), 
and having a siZe SiZepm, the combined siZe (in bytes) 
of the ?les in Filespm; and 

[0079] Fileson disk are ?les belonging to neither the core 
nor the partition, the requests to these ?les are served 
locally by any node (e.g., these are the ?les which most 
likely to reside on disk). 

< ClusterRAM NwSlZ6core+SlZ6Pan: Equation 2 

[0080] The ideal case for web server request processing is 
when a request is processed locally (e.g., it does not incur an 
additional forwarding overhead (ForwardOH)) and it is 
processed from the node RAM (e.g., it does not incur an 
additional disk access overhead (DiskOH)). The goal is to 
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identify a set of FilesCore and a set of Filespart that minimizes 
the total overhead due to BaseFiles: 

core+0H pa11+0H on disk‘ 

Wherein: 

Equation 3 

[0081] OHBaseFiles is the total overhead due to Base 
Files; 

[0082] OH 

[0083] OHpart is the overhead due to Filespm; and 

[0084] OHdisk is the overhead due to FilesOn disk. 

is the overhead due to Files core core’ 

[0085] Still with reference to FIG. 6, at step 640, the total 
overhead due to the base ?les is minimized wherein the total 
overhead equals an overhead of the core ?les plus an 
overhead of the partitioned ?les plus an overhead of the on 
disk ?les. 

[0086] First, analyZe what the additional overhead 
incurred by processing the requests to Filespart is, denoted as 
OHpm. Assuming all these ?les are partitioned to be served 
by different nodes, statistically a ?le in the partition incurs 
forwarding overhead on the average 

times, where N is the number of nodes in the cluster. The ?le 
from partition will also incur one disk access on the node it 
is assigned to the ?rst time it is read from disk. This 
reasoning gives the following overhead for the partition 
?les: 

N — l _ Equation 4 

Penaltyfmward : TooFzleFreqooForwardOH 

PenaltyD;SkAcceSS=FileSiZewDiskOH Equation 5 

Equation 6 OHpart = Z Penahyforward + PenaltyDis/(Access 
Filespan 

where ForwardOH is the processing time in usec the TCP 
handolf operation consumes, and DiskOH is the extra time 
in usec it generally takes to read one byte from disk 
compared to from RAM. 

[0087] Determine the additional overhead incurred by 
processing the requests to Filescore. If a ?le belongs to the 
core then the request to such ?le can be processed locally, 
(e. g., with no additional forwarding overhead for these ?les). 
The drawback is that the ?les have to be read from disk into 
memory once on all the nodes in the cluster and that the 
number of ?les in FilesOn disk increases due to the expansion 
of Filescore, creating additional disk access overhead. How 
ever, this is under the assumption that the ?les are accessed 
frequently enough that at least one request for each ?le will 
end up on all nodes. For ?les that are accessed less fre 
quently this number is expected to be lower, thus it is 
necessary to calculate the expected value of the number of 
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nodes that get at least one access to a ?le given a certain 
frequency f and a number of nodes N. 

N Equation 7 

[0088] Here P(f,i) is the probability that exactly i nodes 
will have the ?le after f references to it. It can be calculated 
using the following recursion and starting conditions. 

[0089] The overhead due to extra disk accesses to core 
?les, denoted as OH can then be calculated as follows. cores 

011cm: 2 E(FileFreq,N)ooDisk0HooFileSize Equati°n9 
mam” 

[0090] Finally, the requests to Fileson disk will incur addi 
tional disk overhead every time these ?les are accessed, 
which gives the following equation. 

FileFreqooDis/(OHooFileSige EquarionlO OHM disk = Z 
Filmon disk 

[0091] Using the reasoning and the equations above, a set 
Files that minimiZes the total overhead due to BaseFiles 

core 

can be computed. 

[0092] FIG. 7 is a ?owchart diagram of an overall work 
load-aware request distribution strategy for use in a web 
server cluster in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

[0093] At step 710 of process 700, for a combined set of 
web server access logs in a cluster, a ?leset pro?le is built 
for a combined set of web server access logs. In one 

embodiment, the table of all accessed ?les with their ?le 
frequency (number of times a ?le was accessed during the 
observed period) and their ?le siZe is built. This table is 
sorted in decreasing ?le frequency order. 

[0094] At step 720 a WARD mapping is built. Using 
process 600 of FIG. 6, the FilesCore and Filespart are com 
puted. All ?les that do not belong to FilesCore or Filespart are 
denoted as FilesOn disk Filespart are further partitioned among 
the N nodes in the cluster in some balanced manner (e.g., 
according to a round-robin policy) such that the request to a 
?le from Filespart is going to be processed by a particular 
node in the cluster. 
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[0095] At step 730, once the WARD mapping is built, the 
dispatcher component in each cluster node Will enforce the 
following WARD routing strategy. 

If in core: serve locally 
If in partition and local: serve locally 
If in partition and remote: send to designated remote node 
Everything else: serve locally 

[0096] At step 740, the distributor component in the each 
cluster node Will send the request to be processed either 
locally or forWard it to a corresponding node in the cluster, 
accordingly to directions of its corresponding dispatcher 
component. 

[0097] By monitoring the traf?c to a Web cluster and 
analyZing it (for example, on a daily basis), WARD proposes 
a neW balancing schema Where the ?les (and requests to 
them) are classi?ed into three groups: Filescore, Filespart and 
FilesOn disk. 

[0098] The preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion, a method and system for Workload-aware request in 
cluster-based netWork servers, is thus described. While the 
present invention has been described in particular embodi 
ments, it should be appreciated that the present invention 
should not be construed as limited by such embodiments, but 
rather construed according to the beloW claims. 

1-7. (canceled) 
8. A method for managing request distribution to a set of 

?les stored on a server, said method comprising the steps of: 

a) receiving a request for a ?le at a ?rst node of a plurality 
of nodes, each of said nodes comprising a distributor 
component for distributing a request to a speci?c node 
of said plurality of nodes, a dispatcher component 
comprising routing information for said plurality of 
nodes and replicated across said plurality of nodes, and 
a server component for processing said request; 

b) provided said request is for a core ?le, serving said core 
?le from said ?rst node irrespective of Which of the 
nodes is the ?rst node that received the request; 

c) provided said request is for a partitioned ?le, deter 
mining Whether said request is assigned to be processed 
by said ?rst node; 

cl) provided said request is for a partitioned ?le assigned 
to be processed by said ?rst node, serving said parti 
tioned ?le from said ?rst node; and 

c2) provided said request is for a partitioned ?le assigned 
to be processed by another node of said plurality of 
nodes, forWarding said request to a speci?c node of said 
plurality of nodes as indicated by said dispatcher com 
ponent of said ?rst node and serving said partitioned 
?le from said speci?c node. 

9. The method of claim 8 Wherein said plurality of nodes 
form a Web server cluster. 
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10. The method of claim 9 further comprising a set of base 
?les, Wherein said base ?les are a set of frequently accessed 
?les ?tting into a cluster memory of said Web server cluster. 

11. The method of claim 10 Wherein said set of base ?les 
comprises a set of core ?les comprising said core ?le, a set 
of partitioned ?les comprising said partitioned ?le, and a set 
of on disk ?les. 

12. The method of claim 8 Wherein each of said plurality 
of nodes further comprises a set of core ?les comprising said 
core ?le and a set of partitioned ?les comprising said 
partitioned ?le. 

13. The method of claim 12 Wherein said set of core ?les 
comprises a set of most frequently accessed ?les of said set 
of base ?les. 

14-20. (canceled) 
21. The method of claim 8 further comprising: 

d) provided said request is not for a said core ?le or a said 
partitioned ?le, serving the requested ?le from said ?rst 
node. 

22. A method for managing request distribution to a set of 
?les stored on a server, said method comprising the steps of: 

a) storing a set of core ?les to each of a plurality of nodes; 

b) assigning processing of each of a set of partitioned ?les 
to a respective one of said plurality of nodes; 

c) receiving a request for a ?le at a ?rst node of said 
plurality of nodes; 

d) provided said request is for one of said core ?les, 
serving the requested core ?le from said ?rst node 
irrespective of Which of the nodes is the ?rst node that 
received the request; 

e) provided said request is for a partitioned ?le, deter 
mining Whether said request is assigned to be processed 
by said ?rst node; 

fl) provided said request is for a partitioned ?le assigned 
to be processed by said ?rst node, serving said parti 
tioned ?le from said ?rst node; and 

f2) provided said request is for a partitioned ?le assigned 
to be processed by another node of said plurality of 
nodes, forWarding said request to said another node and 
serving said partitioned ?le from said another node. 

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising: 

g) provided said request is not for a said core ?le or a said 
partitioned ?le, serving the requested ?le from said ?rst 
node. 

24. The method of claim 22 Wherein said plurality of 
nodes form a Web server cluster. 

25. The method of claim 22 further comprising a set of 
base ?les, Wherein said base ?les are a set of frequently 
accessed ?les ?tting into memory of said plurality of nodes. 

26. The method of claim 25 Wherein said set of base ?les 
comprises said set of core ?les, said set of partitioned ?les, 
and a set of on disk ?les. 

27. The method of claim 25 Wherein said set of core ?les 
comprises a set of most frequently accessed ?les of said set 
of base ?les. 


